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Abstract: 

 

Despite the high percentage of home ownership (72% of the population in 2009) the issue of 

housing deprivation has dramatically returned to be - over the last few years - a topical subject in 

Italy due to a number of factors. First of all, the weakening of the purchasing power of families, 

changes in family structure, the precariousness of the labor market, migration and housing 

speculation. The actors and forms of hardship have also changed: the analysis of the reasons behind 

the impoverishment of the middle class has highlighted how housing expenses (rent or mortgage 

payments) represent an increasingly substantial voice in the family budget (over 30%). This is 

likely to sink into a state of relative poverty subjects deemed, so far, to be safe from it. 

On the other hand, when it comes to housing policies, it is evident the family oriented nature of the 

Italian welfare system, which tends to protect and guarantee - by means of finacial support and 

intergenerational transfers - the family‟s right to adequate housing. Public housing has an entirely 

residual role, as it is only addressed to the most disadvantaged segment of the population: social 

housing spending amounts to only 0.02% of GDP, the public housing quota stands at around 5% 

and the current cuts in public spending do not make a return to investment in this sector likely. 

In such a scenario, are of particular interest programs that - working alongside the traditional public 

housing interventions - can facilitate access to housing to a wider range of subjects (even the middle 

class) that express a demand for housing at more affordable prices. Specifically, this paper seeks to  

discuss a self-build housing scheme currently being realized in the region of Marche, promoted by 

the Province of Ancona and addressed to Italian and extra-EU citizens. 

Given the significant opportunities that the above mentioned initiative offers, it is necessary to  

make some sociological considerations, and to analyse and evaluate its implications. The topic of 

self-build is, in fact, a starting point for various reflections: from the analysis of the social policies, 

and in particular housing policies, to the in depth examination of self-help and empowerment 

practices, to the theme of multi-ethnic integration, to the analysis of the changes in the structure of 

families, to community practices. 

In particular, we will address the first of the points listed above without omitting, however, the 

organizational and procedural aspects of the self-build scheme, or its more important social 

implications. 
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"Mankind has no greater wisdom than that of other beings, 

in several ways surpassed by many 

 and even by those that are irrelevant because of their meagre physical presence: 

but mankind has run into a better fate, 

having had the gift of the hand " 

Giordano Bruno, “De monade, numero et figura”, 1590 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If I did not believe that each human being can fulfill its own destiny, in the possibility of taking an active 

role in the shaping of ones’ own history; if I did not believe that self-organization is a means of affirming 

ones’ citizenship; if I were not convinced that manual work is a fundamental aspect of human fulfillment; if 

I did not see in the community dimension of the social enterprise its true meaning and if I did not recognize 

the community as the principal stakeholder, both as the beneficiary of its own activities, but also as a 

generator of resources and development opportunities; if I did not look at the role of "planning" as the 

process that can bring out situations of need, but at the same time, the resources to address them; if I did 

not think that the future of social enterprise passes through its ability to produce assets that increase social 

cohesion through processes of inclusion, of local development and democratization of resources, probably I 

would not have ever accepted the challenge, as exciting as it is complex, to test a sustainable model of 

associated and assisted self-build. 



Self-help housing policy in Italy: an opportunity for building communities 

 

1. Public city and public housing policies: a brief historical outline 

 

The history of public housing policies in Italy, from the post-war years to the present day - can be 

divided into three main phases. The first phase covers the years of the reconstruction and the great 

economic boom of the 50s and 60s and continues, albeit with interventions of different nature, until 

the early '70s; the second phase covers the thirty-year period ranging from the 70s to the year 2000; 

the third and last phase, still ongoing, started just a decade ago with the process of regionalization. 

Before going to analyze the current phase, it is worth to briefly review the main aspects that 

characterized the earlier periods and that help us to better understand the critical issues which 

today's administrators are faced with. 

At the end of World War II, the country was faced with the urgency of the reconstruction: in this 

scenario, the public effort to guarantee the right to proper housing to the underpriviledged is one of 

the biggest challanges of the post-war welfare system. The first public intervention in this respect is 

the so-called Fanfani Law (Law of 28 February 1949, n. 43) which established the Ina-Casa 

scheme.  

The scheme, which was meant to last for two seven-year cycles, was a first important example of 

housing policy implementation and, by the end of its life, delivered some 355,000 new homes. The 

Ina-Casa scheme was financed through general taxation and payroll contributions (0.60% from 

workers, 1.20% from employers and 4.30% from state contributions).The scheme - aimed at the 

most disadvantaged classes of society - was meant to provide rented housing for workers, with a 

right to buy at a later stage, the latter solution strongly supported with plans to allocate for sale half 

of the buildings constructed. The scheme had, however, a wider scope: to promote employment in 

the building sector and create new areas of expansion on the outskirts of cities. In this phase, 

therefore, the scope of the State is not only that of building affordable housing for the needy - the so 

called "case popolari" - but also to create, mostly from scratch, new neighborhoods which are not 

simply dormitory suburbs but areas of aggregation and socialization too. 

The scheme was - in fact - inspired by a policy which envisioned the neighborhoods as "organized 

areas [...] equipped with all the facilities and community services adequate to ensure their self-

sufficiency and functional autonomy" (Anguissola and Staderini 1963). The neighborhood was not 

intended as, or at least not only, a technical-urban entity, but as a living cell, an environment able to 

respond to the needs of those who inhabit it, as well as synonymous for community and for 

democratic participation in the management of the “res publica”. 

In addition to meeting the demand for housing - filling the considerable gap between the number of 

homes available and the sustained growth of the population - the scheme was also an opportunity to 

rethink public spaces, within a logic - that of the "living space "(Di Biagi, 2001) - equally careful to 

harmonize full and empty spaces, the domestic and family environment with the urban and social 

one, the individual and private with the collective and public dimensions. 

Consistent with this idea of neighborhood, and to facilitate the growth of communities starting from 

the new developments, the Community Social Service was established. The aim was that of 

encouraging the emergence of solidarity ties for "a gradual transformation of groups of families into 

an organic community" (Caniglia and Signorelli 2001) or, better yet, "a community in the 

community" (Catelani and Trevisan 1961). The social service was not intended, therefore, to give 

answers to the issues emerging in the new neighborhoods, but to foster the emergence of forms of  

social interaction and to enhance - with an almost Socratic approach - the ability to uncover 

problems and to promote self-organization in order to meet them directly or to alert the relevant 

authorities and institutions. In this context, the social centre is born, conceived as the physical place 

where the identity of the community and its activities are condensed. 
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It is at this time that new neighborhoods, designed as "social units, areas of personal development 

and community life" are born (ibidem, 22).  

This ambitious program is inspired - at least on paper - not to a Taylor style rationalist project, but 

rather to Mayo‟s organic ideas, attentive to the needs of those who are going to inhabit the space, to 

the social component, to informal aggregation, and to the harmony with nature and the surrounding 

area. 

It was an impressive undertaking, not only from a quantitive, but also from a qualitative point of 

view, for the "ideal tension" and the mobilization of energies (D'Innocenzo in Rispoli and Signorelli 

2001) that have characterized it, at least in its initial phase. The Program was, in fact, a moment of  

inter-professional mobilization around the topic of social housing, which involved architects, 

planners, sociologists, social workers, economists and politicians (Rispoli and Signorelli 2001). 

Although it is necessary - in the overall assessment - to distinguish between the "good intentions" 

and "low results" of many projects (Secchi 2001) - that often have not lived up to the original 

expectations (e.g. incomplete neighborhoods, gigantic buildings, postponing of the creation of open 

spaces, etc.) - the trend today is to revaluate that experience, if only because it was the expression of 

a broader vision and of the integration and coherence of political and planning ideals. 

When, in 1963, the Ina-Casa scheme was discontinued, a new Law (no. 60) was enacted that 

provided for the liquidation of the property assets of Gestione I.N.A. Casa and the start of a new 

ten-year program to build housing developments for workers: the Gestione case per lavoratori 

dipendenti (Gescal). Almost in conjunction with the Gescal scheme, Municipalities were given a 

new town planning tool (Law 167 of 18 April 1962) - the Piani di edilizia economica e popolare 

(the so-called "Peep", mandatory for municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants or with 

provincial capital status and optional for the rest) - for the identification of areas to be allocated to 

social housing, which could be expropriated for the construction of affordable housing and all 

accessory infrastructure. 

A common trait to both these housing schemes (the Ina-Casa and the Gescal) - which helps us 

understand one of the critical issues that affect the current social housing sector - was their 

favouring the sale of the property to tenants. Theoretically this should have allowed the state coffers 

to count on a steady stream of revenue. However, in practice, the sale of properties at reduced 

prices neither permitted the reinvestment of resources into much needed public housing 

construction plans, nor to consolidate a stock of public housing available for rent. This home 

ownership for all policy was also supported, indirectly, by a loose control on private initiatives, 

which has led - over the same period -  to widespread illegal building, periodically rectified by ad 

hoc legislation. 

In the 70s, the second phase (which will end in the mid 90s) of the public housing sector begins. 

This is marked by some important measures, staring from Law 865 of 22 October 1971, the “Legge 

di Riforma per la casa” (known as framework Law for the housing sector). The Law provides for a 

reorganization of the Istituti Autonomi Case Popolari (IACP) - set up as municipal institutions in 

1903 (Law no. 254) and transformed into provincial ones with the Consolidation Act on social 

housing of 1938 - which are charged with the management of all public housing assets (former Ina 

Casa and Gescal). 

Law n.865 is inspired by a universalist logic: a schedule of interventions, for the period 1971-73,  

was funded that was no longer exclusively directed to workers but also to those who "occupy 

unsuitable, unsanitary and dilapidated homes to be demolished ", to people living in areas affected 

by natural disasters, students, workers, the elderly, and those citizens most in need, even those 

organized in housing cooperatives; the same program also begins to address the issue of recovery of 

existing public housing assets. 

The subsequent Decree of the President of the Republic (DPR no. 1035, of 30 December 1972) 

defines public housing (“Edilizia residenziale pubblica” - Erp) - that is "housing built or to be built 

by public bodies and fully or partially funded by the state, excluding housing built or to be built as 

implementation of subsidized and assisted social housing schemes"- and identifies the rules for the 
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allocation and revocation of accommodations, and the criteria for determining the level of rent. The 

DPR no. 1036, exclusively entrusts the IACP with the management of public housing programs in  

each province, suppressing all other public bodies operating in the sector. 

The intent of these measures is to reorganize and streamline the public housing sector, in view of a 

unitary planification of public interventions. 

Law 457 of 1978 (known as Ten Years Housing Plan) regulates residential housing, providing for a 

ten-year national plan for subsidized and assisted housing, also aimed at the recovery of existing 

housing assets, and, subsequently, regional four-year programs with two-year implementation 

plans. With Law 457 begins the process of transfer of functions to the regions, which will be 

completed by the reform of Title V of the Constitution in 2001. Regions are to assess the regional 

housing needs, oversee the planning and the allocation of interventions by geographical areas, to 

identify the subjects charged with the implementation of the interventions (already the previous 

year the IACPs had become regional entities, giving rise to the adoption of a variety of 

organizational and legal solutions) and to perform the necessary supervision. The law pays 

particular attention to the recovery of existing buildings, providing appropriate recovery plans. 

It should be highlighted as the expression council housing - which has become synonymous with 

low quality interventions and urban decay - is no longer used and instead public residential housing 

is favoured, enphasizing a conceptual shift in the focus, from the target subjects to the financing 

subjects. 

The law also distinguishes among housing schemes entirely funded and directly realized by the 

State, Regions, the IACPs or municipalities for renting at controlled prices (subsidized), private 

housing schemes built with the help of public funding (supported) and private housing schemes  

built on land granted by the city council at affordable prices (public-private agreement). 

The 90s saw a gradual decline of the public housing stock, due to both lower investments for the 

construction of new developments, and the continuation of the policy of alienation of public 

property, which in fact led to the selling off of public assets, producing social inequalities and 

without helping to restore the lack of resources in the sector. As in the previous period, the sale of 

properties to tenants, at a price far lower than in the open market, has not enabled the State to 

collect enough resources to finance new investments, and, at the same time, has reduced available 

stock of rental accommodation. 

If, at this stage, direct public intervention is reduced, there are, however, some attempts at 

transforming IACPs into businesses, and a renewed emphasis on recovery and urban and 

environmental regeneration, using various planning tools. Worth mentioning, in particular, the 

neighborhood contracts, provided by D.M. of 22 October 1997, aimed at the recovery of suburban 

areas through integrated measures of a social nature. There is, therefore, an important shift in 

policy: once the problem of housing availability is considered resolved, at least for the vast majority 

of the population, the attention moves onto the need to restore degraded urban areas and abandoned 

buildings. 

At the end of the 90s (1998) there was a significant transfer of functions from the central 

government to the Regions, which were given "full legislative power": in this context, the State 

only retains control of the determination of the principles and the general guidelines, as well as the 

definition of minimum levels, quality standards (Art. 59 Legislative Decree 112/1998) and criterias 

to facilitate the access to the rental market to poorer households. With the disappearance of wide-

ranging national policies, at the central level, as well as the establishment of a National Observatory 

on housing conditions - whose scope is the collection, processing and dissemination of data used for 

programing activities - the State reserves for itself the promotion of innovative programs. 

Also in 1998, the ex Gescal deductions are suppressed, marking the disappearance, from the state 

budget, of a revenue stream specifically addressed to the financing of social housing. 

As for the rental market - with the gradual contraction of the funding and its direct intervention in 

the social housing sector - the State had assumed an important role in regulating the private rental 

market with the law on equo canone (L. 392/1978), which set a ceiling on rents. The subsequent 
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liberalization of the rental market was (only) partially offset by the establishment of a National fund 

for supporting the access to the rental market (L. 431/1998) of low-income families, and whose 

funding is determined annually by the state budget law and distributed among the Regions (to 

which can be added funding allocations provided by local authorities). However, if one looks at the 

statistics, one cannot fail to notice how the funding has gone down from 366,000 euros in 2000 to 

the current 33,000 (2010), and the prospect is of a further halving in the next three years. 

As anticipated, the third phase of social housing policies began with the reform of Title V of the 

Constitution of 2001 and the subsequent transfer to the Regions of the exclusive competence in 

housing matters and local governance, including housing policies. 

The interventions of the last decade, are marked by a (weak) attempt to revitalize the social housing 

sector, as well as to regulate the private rental market, in an effort to address the new housing 

emergency. But, above all, an aspect that characterize what will be defined as "social housing" is 

the fragmentary nature of the interventions, the lack of organic planning and use of "hybrid" public-

private forms of investment. 

Regarding the first objective, Law 21/2001 provides for a new plan for the construction of new 

homes at subsidized costs (20,000 units), but, more importantly, gives new impetus to the 

redevelopment of public housing estates, through a tool known as “Contratti di quartiere II” 

(Neighbourhood Agreements II), managed by the Regions and aimed at increasing the infrastructure 

endowment, also through public-private partnerships. Moreover, Law 9 of 2007 and subsequent 

implementation decrees, has seen the start of a new special program of public housing, for which 

have been allocated 550 million euros (for 2007), and is aimed at the construction of new homes 

(1532), the recovery of public accommodation not yet assigned and the possible purchase or lease 

(2229) of the latter. Law no. 9 of 2007 has also introduced the definition of "social housing", to 

indicate "housing units managed at the municipal level and permanently leased to tackle the 

housing problems of people who are particularly disadvantaged on the basis of entry requirements 

and rents set at regional level". 

Finally, the Government has acted on the demand side with the provision of a preferential tax 

regime both for the purchase and rental of the main residence (in order to facilitate rentals and the 

emergence of the underground economy) and targeted financial instruments for the access to the 

main residence (Guarantee Fund for young couples and single-parent households with children). 

With Decree-Law no. 112 of 2008 and the Decree of the President of the Council of Ministers of 16 

July 2009 it is introduced the so-called Piano Casa 1, a national scheme to increase the supply of 

homes, financed with public and private capitals, and aimed at certain social categories: young 

couples and families with low incomes, commuting students, legal immigrants with low incomes. It 

should be emphasized that the scheme is not aimed solely at the weakest social categories, which 

are on the contrary not considered a priority, and how it favours the attribution to real estate 

investment trusts of the role of planners and implementers. 

Having traced back the historical evolution of social housing policies in Italy, some data help 

clarify the current situation. Together with the shift of responsibilities from the central to the 

regional governments, there has been a gradual shrinkage of the funds allocated to social housing 

policies: with the exhaustion of the funds destined to former Gescal, in fact, no other forms of stable 

funding to the sector are implemented. Despite all this, up to ten years ago there was the perception 

of the problem on the part of the public administrators, because there had not been yet a housing 

crisis like the one emerged in recent years. The issue has become urgent since the State fundings 

from the former Gescal were exhausted, to which must be added the shortsightedness of local 

governments that have often been unable to implement interventions - through the little funding 

available - because of their failure to provide areas for public housing. Neither there was a plan to 

address the housing problems of the middle and lower-middle class. However, the steady growth in 

rental and housing prices on the one hand, and the stagnation of incomes on the other, over a two or 

three years period a so-called "gray area" has emerged, consisting of those who, although not falling 

under the requirements for public social housing, are unable to buy a property at market prices. 
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The situation has now exploded over the last three years with the onset of the economic crisis, since 

those excluded from the labor market, those on temporary contracts and those on benefits have 

ended up swelling that gray area mentioned above. 

 

2. Present scenario and future prospects. 

 

It would seem paradoxical that in a country with one of the highest percentage rates of home 

ownership, the issue of social housing is coming back to assume central importance in the political 

agendas of public administrations. 

In fact, during the decade that goes from 1997 to 2007, the housing market has experienced a 

prosperous season, with continued growth in the number of houses built and sold. This has given 

further impetus to the trend, long established in our country, of home buying. According to a Bank 

of Italy survey on household budgets (relative to 2008), 68.7% of italian families live in their own 

homes, 21.4% rent it and 9.3% has a different type of arrangement. In thirty years the proportion of 

families living in rented accommodation has halved (they were 40.8% in 1978), but for them the 

incidence of rental payments on the income is growing (it has gone from an incidence of 6% in 

1978 to 18.6%). 

The preference shown by Italians for home ownership has created, in fact, a progressive contraction 

of available rental homes and, consequently, escalating rental prices. This has caused the emergence  

of a category of families that, although enjoying a decent income, are having to sacrifice a 

significant part of it to pay open market prices and cannot therefore set aside resources to fund, at 

least in part, the purchase of a home. In other words, they are trapped between very expensive rents 

and the impossibility of escaping from this situation by obtaining a mortgage. The picture is even 

more dramatic for families with low incomes who are struggling to pay the rent, with the 

consequent risk to become morose should unforeseen expenses befall them (Table 4 and 5). 

This is demonstrated by the data relating to requests of eviction becasue of late rent payments: at 

national level, the number of eviction orders for non-payment issued in 2009 increased by 17.6% 

over the previous year. An average rate that conceals profound differences at regional level, with 

regions such as Calabria, where the increase was 77%, or Tuscany (49.4%), or Sardinia (40.5%), or 

Marche (38, 9%), or Lombardy (32.6%). 

A recent report by Censis - in collaboration with the CGIL and Sunia - has calculated the impact of  

rental prices on the income of families, on the basis of the municipality‟s dimension and income 

range. The survey found out that in the municipalities with up to 250,000 inhabitants, for families 

with incomes below 10,000 euros, rents can weigh up to 41% of income, while in the municipalities 

with more than 250,000 inhabitants they represents 65% of income. For families with an income 

between 10,000 and 15,000 euros, the rent‟s incidence on income is equal to 30% in smaller 

municipalities and 48% in bigger ones. 

Besides, we have also seen how the size of Funds allocated to the support of families who struggle 

with rental payments has progressively shrunk, with the prospect of a further halving in the coming 

years. 

The recent international economic crisis has also interrupted the positive trend in the housing 

market, marking a contraction in sales. The stricter standards applied by the banks for granting 

loans have penalized weaker buyers, that is buyers with a lower capacity to meet their financial 

obbligations or with precarious employment conditions, while the fall in interest rates has 

encouraged, despite the rise in house prices , the purchase of homes by families with a situation of 

greater economic and / or work stability. 

However, if the economic downturn has acted as a detonator, many more factors of a structural 

nature have combined to determine the current housing problems: the aging of the population, the 

changing family structures, the dynamics of migration, changes in the world of work (Table 6). 
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An aging population means on the one hand, lower intergenerational transfer of resources, both in 

terms of inheritance (and inherited homes), and in terms of economic resources, which are 

increasingly being destined to the care of the elderly, rather than to offer economic support to the 

new generations. 

Changes in family structures are characterized by "fragmentation" due to an increase in the number 

of separations and divorces (Table 1 in Appendix), lower birth rates - but also to the aging of the 

population previously mentioned. According to the data in a survey on italian household budgets 

prepared by the Bank of Italy, over the course of the last three decades, from 1978 to 2008, couples 

with children have declined (from 62.4% to 39.1%), while sole parent families have increased (from 

8, 5% to 26.4%) as well as couples without children (from 19.7% to 22.8%). The fragmentation of 

households increases the demand for housing, despite the size of the population being the same (as 

well as the demand for new housing types). 

In addition, the phenomenon of migration has led to an influx into our country - and the subsequent 

settling down - of numerous extra-EU families, with the consequent increase in the demand for 

housing; the data reported (Table 2 and 3 in Appendix) show how the foreign population is 

constantly increasing and is characterized, understandably, by a younger age structure than the rest 

of the Italian population; 

To the above mentioned factors, which can be considered as direct determinants of the demand for 

housing, should be added those factors affecting the availability of resources, that is monetary 

transfers between generations and bankability. 

In fact, buying a home requires the availability of own resources, economic support from family 

members, and/or borrowing from financial institutions. Often these aspects combine to determine 

the available level of such resources. 

According to a survey by the Bank of Italy - for the year 2008 - 52% of Italians have bought a 

house in the private sector (individuals or building companies), 3% from public bodies, 22% have 

inherited it, 3% have partially purchased and partially inherited, 5% have acquired it as a gift and 

14% have built it. Over a thirty year period the number of people who have purpose built their 

homes (22% in 1978) and those who have received it in the form of inheritance or a gift (37% in 

1978) has decreased, whereas the recourse to the open market has increased (42% in 1978). 

At present, the saving capacity of Italian families has been greatly weakened, even in the presence 

of stable incomes, due to an increase in the cost of living. According to figures from the Bank of 

Italy‟s sample survey on household incomes, from 2006 to 2008, incomes have declined by 4%. In 

the fourth quarter of 2010, Italian families‟ saving capacity (the ratio between gross saving and 

disposable income) was around 12.4% in 2000, while ten years earlier, was 15.3%. 

In terms of intra-family property transfers, there is a reduction both in inheritance transfers 

(resulting, as was said, by increased life expectancy) and in economic contributions (due to lower 

saving capacity and the need to allocate resources to the care of the elderly and for the management 

of chronic diseases). 

Finally, access to finance for the purchase of a home requires a stable employment and a reasonable 

monthly income: according to the indications of the Bank of Italy, to be able to service a mortgage, 

the payment-to-income ratio should, generally, not exceed 33-35%. 

Moreover, as anticipated, the U.S. subprime crisis has resulted in greater caution among lenders, 

which require greater guarantees. From this point of view, a more flexible and precarious labor 

market especially penalizes the youngs, for whom access to bank loans is more difficult than in the 

past,  as it requires, first and foremost, job stability as a guarantee of solvency. 

Although flexibility does not always involve uncertainty or an actual risk of default, the flexible 

nature of employment contracts may impede access to a loan even for highly sought after 

professional profiles that do not represent a  particular risk of insolvency (e.g. nurses). 

Another emerging theme which is closely connected with the flexibility of the labor market is the 

increased demand for temporary accommodation for mobility workers (and students too). A labor 
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market that requires flexibility and mobility is difficult to reconcile, in fact, with a system based on 

home ownership and a “doped” rental market. 

From this point of view, the problem of housing is one of the factors that hold the country back in 

terms of occupational mobility. In fact, one of the difficulties in moving freely in search of job 

opportunities is precisely the difficulty in finding adequate housing solutions, especially in large 

cities, because of the lack of streamlined processes to convert quickly the capital used in the 

purchase of a home. 

A highly flexible labor market, that does not permit long-term planning is difficult to reconcile with 

a housing market that instead requires long-term commitments, both for the conversion of 

investments and for the temporary rental. 

This issue involves, in particular, professionals interested in pursuing work opportunities that 

require quick relocations and that, therefore, cannot commit to the purchase of a home, knowing 

that they will have to dispose of it quickly - and also in consideration of all the charges involved  

(e.g. agency and solicitor‟s fees that can weigh for about 10% of the property value). 

 

 

3. Regional policies 

 

As mentioned previously, after the boom of the '50s and '60s and the downsizing of public 

interventions in the '70s and '80s, the '90s were characterized by of the recovery of the urban fabric, 

both from a architectural and environmental perspective, while the new millennium opened with the 

challenges of sustainable housing development, both from an environmental and social perspective. 

The present moment is marked by the regionalization of housing policies, the crisis of the 

traditional model of public housing and the search for new formulas able to enhance the partnership 

between public, private and the third sector. 

Faced with lower funding from the central government, italian Regions are forced - if unable to find 

their own resources - to abandon any type of direct intervention (which has been reduced 

significantly), and instead move towards measures meant to support demand and remedy market 

distortions. Despite the  bleak context, however, it is worth mentioning some interesting examples, 

at the local level, of new ways of promoting social housing, such as the initiatives that aim at 

involving private actors, including banking foundations, and the promotion of self-build, self- 

refurbishment and cohousing. 

The issue of housing deprivation has nowadays a composite nature and it is important to clarify this 

point because to the different types of demand correspond several possible strategies that public 

authorities can draw from. In fact, there are differences in the personal circumstances and requests 

made by those on a housing list (families with middle or low income), those who would like to buy 

their own home but, at market prices, are unable to achieve this goal, (because of size, quality 

standards, location, etc..) (middle or medium-low income families). 

Faced with the increasing complexity in demands, Regions are trying to respond with policies that 

are able to provide answers that are both composite and innovative. 

The interventions are, therefore, more diversified: they range from support for the private rental 

market, to experimentations, to the provision of ad hoc financial and fiscal instruments, to answers 

to housing deprivation, to new forms for social housing. 

In particular, as well as offering accommodation at subsidizes prices, for the poorest segments of 

the population, new solutions are tested to facilitate both access to accommodation at lower-than-

market prices, access to support for the purchase of the main residence and policies for the elderly 

(cohausing) which can give an integrated response to housing needs as well as those of a social or 

welfare nature. 

To this regard, the Censis-Federcasa survey has revealed how regional initiatives are very 

heterogeneous; however, it is possible to identify some common traits, starting from the priority 
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given to the availability of rental accommodation, support for young couples,  a welfare system that 

promotes the active participation of the direct beneficiaries of the interventions (self-build and self-

refurbishment), an intermediary and guarantee role both for private rental and access to home 

ownership, attention to the quality of housing and urban regeneration. 

The same survey shows that there is a high variability in the incidence of spending for the housing 

sector in the regional budgets, with rates ranging from 0.07% in the Marche region to 3.47% in 

Calabria; this translates into a per capita spending which is also very diverse: from 5 euro in the 

Marche region to 370 euros in Trentino Alto Adige and Bolzano. Finally, there is also a great 

difference from region to region in the requirements for the access to social housing (for example, 

the level of income) and there are elements of diversity in the choice of criteria used to prioritize the 

allocation of available homes (family structure, executive measures of eviction, housing conditions, 

etc.). 

One of the most pressing new issues which local governments are faced with - because of the risk 

of social tensions that it can generate - is how to respond to the demands made by families with 

medium or medium-low incomes, who do not have access to social housing but neither can afford 

the costs imposed by the open market. On the one hand, local authorities are trying to remedy the 

shortage of public rental accommodation, both by increasing its availability and by promoting the 

intervention of the private sector; on the other hand by promoting a greater transparency in the 

market, acting as mediators and guarantors for both landlords (guarantee against non-payments), 

and tenants (controlled prices). 

By analysing experiences at the local level (ANCI, Federcasa) it is possible to trace the main lines 

of action. First of all, there have been targeted interventions in response to situations of serious 

hardship, addressed to specific categories of population: single women evicted by their landlords or 

in the process of being reintegrated into society, individuals at the end of a process leading to self-

sufficiency or social rehabilitation, individuals with immediate and temporary housing needs; that is 

all those situations in which the supply of accommodation is considered to be transient as opposed 

to a wider project of reintegration into society and recovery of autonomy (e.g. the Municipality of 

Alessandria). From the same perspective, it is important to notice the temporary housing solutions 

for families with mid-range incomes (young couples, single parent households, mobility workers) at  

controlled prices but in view of a high turnover. Still available - although funds have been 

downsized - the support for families renting in the open market at excessive rates. 

Regarding the construction of new rental accommodation, the reduction of public resources has 

corresponded to interesting attempts to encourage private investment, in order to bring together 

resources in an industry that, because of little returns, was not particularly attractive. In fact, the 

sector of social housing is expected to benefit from contributions that are meant to facilitate and 

promote the construction of new (public and private) developments, or the recovery of existing 

accommodation to be destined to subsidized renting. In both cases, the aim is to allow - after a 

number of years (usually 15-20 years) - families with low or medium income and no access to 

social housing to buy back the rented accommodation. 

In the same direction goes the concession - to mixed public-private Housing funds - of land at 

controlled prices, provided that the land is used for the construction of social housing for certain 

categories, with the aim, at the end of the rental period, to offer tenants the option to buy for an 

amount equal to the price of the initial investment revalued for inflation, or to sell the property to 

the local Council at a reasonable price (the Council is given an option to buy, but at the same time, 

is obliged to redeem the property at cost price not revalued, if it remain unsold) or, finally, selling 

the property on the open market at a price indexed to the actual value of the area granted by the 

Council at controlled prices (City of Crema). 

On the same front of the offer of rental accommodation is the allocation of building quotas for rent-

controlled housing developments. 

In some cases, it is compulsory for large housing developments to allocate part of the land to the 

contruction of homes which must be offered at rent-controlled prices for a set period of time 
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(usually 15 years, with the possibility of limiting that period by paying the city Council a sum of 

money which will be used to subsidize rents elsewhere, or by not building the required rental homes 

and pay instead a fee to allow city Councils to build the homes they need) (e.g. the Councils of 

Florence, Bologna, Turin). In other cases, similarly, developers are allowed to build more housing 

units if they forgo in favour of the Municipality a certain percentage of what has been built in 

exchange for the possibility to sell the remaining housing units without having to wait 15 years (e.g. 

the Municipality of Reggio Emilia). 

To help young people leave their families of origin, despite job insecurity, some municipalities  

have earmarked funds for young couples to buy their main residence (e.g. City of Ancona). 

Moreover, as anticipated, an increasing number of local authorities, unable to invest resources, offer 

themselves as intermediaries in the private market, or provide guarantee funds for the protection of 

private landlords willing to rent accommodation at controlled prices. One of the causes of high 

rental prices is, in fact, the double risk that the homeowners are taking, both with respect to late 

payments, and the ability to obtain swift repossessions in case of protracted morosity of tenants or 

initiating an action of eviction. Such risks also leads to a selection of tenants that penalizes the 

weakest categories, expecially immigrants, due to prejudice on their solvency. For this reason, some 

municipalities have provided a guarantee fund that protects the owners in case of insolvency, to 

guarantee them the payment of rent, reimbursement of legal expenses and sometimes even the 

direct collection of rents. 

Finally, with specific reference to the problem of the elderly, there are examples of cohabitation, 

which include the construction of developments with accommodation of various sizes as well as 

common areas and services (living room, relaxation area for children, spaces for the elderly, etc..), 

which are granted on a controlled-rent basis, sometimes with substantial discounts in exchange for 

voluntary activities within the development (mediation, help to the elderly, etc..). Usually the aim is 

to foster cohabitation within an intergenerational perspective, by offering accommodation to young 

people who are not economically self-sufficient (e.g. students), to the elderly, to single mothers, in 

order to trigger mechanisms of reciprocity (e.g. elderly care versus child care ). 

Thus, if interventions are many, not all of them go in the same direction, although it is possible to 

identify a prevalent and a residual trajectory. Both the social fund for help with rent and the main 

residence bonus or the mortgage guarantee funds fall within the logic of a public intervention that 

can be defined as "light", that is limited to accommodate "supply and demand" mechanisms, 

although in part altering them to the extent that they exercise their support on the demand side. This 

means, however, to give up one‟s impact on housing, intended as a way of being in the world, to 

relate to others, to build a meaningful relationship with places, and with individuals. It means not 

linking housing policies to social and urban policies and to renounce all forms of urban 

development planning, ignoring how the location of interventions can affect both the urban and 

environmental development,  as well as social sustainability (ghettos). 

The link between poverty and housing deprivation is a mutual one; if poverty - in fact - is indeed a 

condition impeding access to the housing market, the latter, in turn, can trigger a process of 

impoverishment. Moreover, it can not be overlooked, how housing deprivation is often 

accompanied by relationship issues, hence the need for integration of housing and social policies, 

that is not limited to the prioritization of the beneficiaries, but includes processes of effective 

support and promotion of social capital. 

Even in those cases where the public has the function of "facilitator", this can be framed within  

logics that are very different from each other: while housing Agencies, in fact, try to mitigate some 

market distortions, but in actual fact, they fully respond to an approach that is individualistic and 

liberal, other measures, such as self-build, are more inspired by a logic of cooperation. 

It is worthwhile, therefore, to turn our attention to experiences of self-build, which although 

repeatedly mentioned, are still quite sporadic. 
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 4. The self-construction within regional policies 

 

The objective of self-build is, firstly, to intercept the housing needs of that "gray area" of the 

population, that is individuals with an earning capacity that does not allow them to have access to 

public social housing, but that nevertheless cannot afford a mortgage to buy on the open market. 

Secondly, the self-build projects can act as an instrument of integration and social cohesion. The 

self-builders, who are associated housing cooperatives, must guarantee a certain number of hours of 

manual labour and organizational work. Such a process, if properly supported and managed, 

promotes sharing and social inclusion, contributing to the creation a social capital in the 

community. In particular, in cases where a proportion of the housing units is specifically reserved to 

non-EU citizens, the self-build can encourage the effective social integration of the immigrants. 

Self-build and self-refurbishment allow to increase the number of homes available and to recover 

run down accommodation, and as a consequence to respond to the demand for both sustainable, 

eco-friendly housing (in the second instance also respond to the problem of urban redevelopment, 

with particular reference to public housing estates), and to the problem of affordability, and finally, 

to the critical issues of multiethnic integration and, more in general, of social cohesion (also 

producing positive effects on professional requalification). 

In addition, the support given by public institutions to this kind of experiences - until recently, quite 

marginal - is an explicit recognition of the role that the family has always played, informally, to 

facilitate access to housing and mechanisms of intergenerational solidarity, which a family welfare 

system, such as the Italian one, relies on. In the processes of self-build it is in fact generally possible 

to indicate as a co-member someone linked by a relationship of kinship to the self-builder, therefore 

valuing the relational capital that exists within the family. 

Compared to other measures of financial support for the purchase of the family home, self-build can 

also trigger some virtuous processes, by promoting the empowerment of the beneficiaries and by 

encouraging the construction of social capital. From this point of view, such interventions seem 

appropriate to intercept the sociological literature that on these issues is already amply developed. 

From the point of view of the analysis of public policies, self-build is a good example of “mixed 

welfare” and “active welfare” to the extent that it requires the involvement of the public actor - at 

different levels (regional, provincial, municipal) - as promoter, of the third sector and the social 

private as the managing Body, the private sector (construction companies, suppliers, etc..) and the 

civil community (self-builders) as acting agents. 

The essential requirements for a successful self-build project are the continued involvement of self-

builders, and the cooperation and willingness to learn. Participation here should be understood in 

the highest meaning of the term, that is taking direct responsibility in the decision making process 

and proactiveness. Cooperation, both within groups of self-builders, and between the latter and the 

managing body, and finally, between the different institutional actors involved, is the central 

element of the process of self-build. Finally, it requires a willingness to learn, not only with respect 

to the acquisition of new skills (note that self-builders are required by law to attend a training 

course on site safety, and to work too, learning on site in a process of “learning by doing”), but also 

and above all, with respect to the relational dynamics and decision-making processes: not only 

learning about other cultures - where there is a presence of foreigners - but also about more or less 

formalized methods of interaction (e.g. the management of meetings, decision-making, the 

communication processes, etc..). 

The self-build is also expression of that active welfare state (Paci 2005) which aims to enhance the 

active role of the citizen and "involves, first of all, a promotional or enabling conception of public 

intervention, which is directed to promote greater accountability and greater empowerment of the 

citizen "(ibidem, 32). 

Having abandoned a purely assistance based approach, at present,  social policies - to be understood 

in their wider possible meaning, whether it be work, health or housing policies - are moving 

towards a logic which is no more that of ensuring the protection of a passive individual from a 
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limiting event (the loss of a job, homelessness, the loss of health, etc..) but of assistance and support 

of the remaining capacities, providing the tools to make them expendable (or convertible). The goal 

is not only to ensure certain rights, but actually make them available by empowering the 

individuals. Citizens who are competent not only with respect to the technical content of the social 

processes they are involved in, but also about the possibility of interacting with the institutions and 

confronting them. This falls under the perspective of the enabling policies supported by Sen (1994, 

2000, 2003), as a way to real freedom. As well known, Sen approach to capabilities involves the 

translation of such abilities into actual activities and this is exactly what happens with the processes 

of self-build by which some skills (from the simple personal initiative to specific professional 

skills) are transformed into applicable resources that offset a reduced financial availability. 

It is clear, however, that such enabling policies can not replace the traditional instruments of social 

protection that guarantee to individuals the enjoyment of fundamental rights. In the specific case, it 

is obvious that self-build cannot avoid direct state intervention in the construction of social housing 

for disadvantaged groups, or in the other measures of social housing, but can be an effective 

response to housing demands expressed by an intermediate category, composed mainly by the 

youngs. 

Some regions have expressly provided for (and sponsored) self-build among their housing policies. 

However, the picture is not uniform, not only because this type of provisions are not evenly 

distributed throughout the country, but also because individual regional experiences, when they 

contemplate self-build, differ in their commitment both in terms of the level of funding and with 

reference to the mode of financing the scheme: contributions for the managing Body, contributions, 

to self-builders, guarantees for the morgatges taken out by self-builders, contributions to local 

Councils for the granting of suitable areas. Also different is the involvement of Municipalities, with 

respect to, for example, the possible allocation of land at reduced prices or the waiving of 

urbanization duties. 

In Italy the first regions to experiment with self-build initiatives have been Lombardy, Emilia-

Romagna, Umbria and Lazio. The City of Ravenna has initiated a program of interventions in self-

build called “A Roof for All”, which has earmarked 4 Peep areas for the construction of 60 housing 

units for Italian citizens (50%) and non-EU Citizens (50%), and that will benefit from the provision 

of a regional grant. Of the above mentioned projects only one (Piangipane) has been completed, 

while the others (as of July 2010) were subjects to long delays and in some cases real setbacks. In 

Umbria - thanks to the protocol of Understanding between the Region and the towns of Perugia, 

Terni and Marsciano, with the support of the regional financial society Gepafin and a cooperative 

society with the role of managing body - the program “A Roof for All” has been launched (2001), 

within which different interventions of self-build were completed (e.g. at Ripa, cooperative Arna 

Insieme, with 14 homes), although, even in this case, with some difficulties and delays. 

The Region of Lombardy has formally provided for self-build schemes within its social housing 

policies starting from the Regional Plan for public housing of 2002-2004, with which a regional 

project was initiated to test a self-build rental scheme. 

The region of Lombardy has interpreted the experience of self-build in the light of the priority given 

by the sector‟s regional policies in support of rental schemes (social rent, low rent for those that do 

not benefit from the social rent, temporary locations), which takes into account the characteristics of 

the regional context, the role of attractor of national migration flows exerted by the cities of Milan 

and other provinces. Hence the choice of self-build schemes on a rental basis with an option to buy 

at a later stage. 

In the new regional program for public housing, self-build is still contemplated, where financial 

contributions are provided, as well as building areas and training to be dedicated to self-build with 

deferred ownership: in this case the self-builders, rather than start paying the mortgage 

immediately, and therefore taking ownership of the house, pay a reduced rent with the option to 

redeem the property after 10 years, with the rent payments being deducted from the value  of the 

property. 
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In the Marche Region, the inclusion - within the Regional housing Plan for the period 2006-08 - of 

self-build trials has been rather innovative. This was followed by a self-build scheme established by 

Decree 27/5/2010 and financed with 665,000 euros as a capital contributions for the implementation 

self-build schemes by mixed-participation cooperatives (with a presence of immigrants of at least 

40%). The scheme provided for the grant of a contribution equal to 20% of the value of house (for a 

maximum amount of 35,000 euros per housing unit). 

The scheme did not attract attention probably because the novelty of the intervention would have 

required the prior mobilization of the local actors; in fact, it would have been very difficult for the 

interested parties to constitute a cooperative and fulfilll all the necessary requirements within the 

time frame allowed without the prior promotional activities of local institutions in partnership with 

a managing body. In fact, it must be said that the scheme was addressed to cooperatives of self-

builders already constituted and required the existance of a well defined preliminary project 

(accompanied by a technical report, layout and plans, certificate of compliance with current 

planning instruments, etc..). 

However, thanks to the interest shown by a local authority - the Province of Ancona - who has won 

a competition for ministerial funding, an interesting project of self-build has been initiated in the 

town of Senigallia even before the regional competition. 

Before going into the details of the project under construction in Senigallia, it is worth going 

through some observations on the current issues affecting self-build schemes in Italy. 

Among the critical issues  identified in most of these schemes are worth mentioning: the difficulty 

on the part of the local authorities to identify available land compatible with planning regulations 

(hence the reason why more spaces are available to self-refurbishment, although the latter follows 

more complex processes); the tight deadlines required by the competitions which often do not allow 

for adequate communication and information on the nature of these projects, and do not allow, 

therefore, to intercept all the potentially interested parties. 

Also, if one analyses the latest initiatives happening throughout the country, it is possible to notice 

how between 2005 and 2007 there has been a exponential growth in the number of new 

cooperatives. However, the fact that in most cases the start of construction took place almost 

simultaneously and with the involvement of the same subject as the managing Body has caused 

many difficulties in the sustainability of the interventions. 

Moreover, in the absence of ad hoc policies able to incorporate the specificity of this way of 

building, the first experiences have been met by considerable difficulties of an administrative and 

bureaucratic nature. 

The delays and, in some cases, the suspension of the works have seriously harmed the credibility of 

self-build, and the attitude of local authorities has proved ambiguous, since even those who had 

invested in these type of schemes, in the face of the difficulties, often have pulled back. 

On the contrary, such interventions, given their innovative nature, would have required an initial 

period of "incubation" with greater support and increased monitoring by the institutions. 

 

 

 5. Consortium abn model of associated and assisted self-build 
 

There are countless self-build experiences that have been promoted - over the past few years in Italy - by 

many Public Administrations and managed by various Agencies. 

In the region of Umbria there are at least four examples between the provinces of Perugia and Terni. 

However, in many cases - that for reasons of confidentiality we will not list here - many  self-build projects 

have proved ineffective, if not a failure in some cases; in particular, the causes of partial or total failure of a 

self-build scheme can be summarized below: 
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Compliance with construction timetable; 

Compliance with the economic and financial plans; 

Scheme „governance"  

 
As well known, self-build is a type of housing scheme that caters for the so-called "gray area" of the 

population, that is the lower end of the middle-class: a segment of population not traditionally "poor," not 

culturally "poor" and not officially considered "poor". 

In Italy there are about 4 million and 600 thousand families in the private rental housing market. This 

include 40% of households with an income between 20 and 30 thousand euros, for which the incidence of 

the cost of the rent is more than 30% of the total family budget. 

This means that the gap between rental costs and income, has been widening so much over the past 10 

years, to drastically reduce the ability of many families to cope with such costs. 

Moreover, if one considers that in Italy 92% of applications for Public and Social housing remains 

unsatisfied and that Italy is the country in Western Europe with the lower rate of investment of resources 

in public and social housing schemes, it goes without saying that self-build might actually represent a real 

opportunity for many families. 

In particular, for those families with net incomes of between 20 and 30 thousand euros and that find 

themselves excluded, simultaneously, from the open housing market because "too poor" and from public 

and social housing opportunities because "too rich", innovative tools of social housing such as self-build 

and self-refurbishment, could represent  an answer to their legitimate request for housing. 

It is possible that the growing interest of citizens and local institutions towards self-build is also derived 

from the current market downturn, but this should be one more reason for the Public Administration and 

the managing Agencies to be extremely responsible, in order to prevent the risk of a dangerous boomerang 

effect on those families that, by throwing themselves into such an undertaking, could end up into a 

nightmare if these  schemes were based on rough assessments. 

From these reflections - as well as an in-depth examination of areas of risk and fragility of self-build 

schemes - comes the need for Consortium abn to develop a sustainable model of associated and assisted 

self-build, based on the respect of the economic and financial plans, respect of the construction timetable 

and the stability of the scheme’s governance. 

 

 

 6. The “Hands, creating a life togheter” project 

 

In 2008, the Province of Ancona won financial backing for a project of social inclusion of immigrants - by the 

Ministry of Social Solidarity -  which includes a self-build scheme addressed to Italian citizens and 

immigrants. The proposed project is called "Hands, creating a life Together. " 

Through a series of acts and subsequent proceedings, the Province of Ancona, first identified - in the 

Municipality of Senigallia (Marche) - the area where the intervention was to be located, and then - in the 

partnership formed by the "Consortium ABN a & b network sociale" of Perugia (Umbria) and by the 
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"Consortium Solidarietà" of Senigallia (Marche) - the Managing Body to whom to entrust the management 

and realization of the scheme, in synergy with the 20 families that, having won a public tender, have 

associated themselves into a cooperative. Thus, in the summer of 2010, the self-build housing association 

"Hands, creating a life together’ was born.  

 

6.1 Economic and Financial Plan 

 
Since the very first meetings of the commettee of the "Hands, creating a life together" project, the need 

has emerged to pay particular attention to the development of an economic and financial plan able to 

determine the exact cost that each individual should have sustained  to participate in the project. 

The aim was to publish on the notice of selection the cost in terms of €/sqm of each individual apartment, 

in order to facilitate an informed and conscious choice on the part of the local community. 

To achieve this level clarity and transparency, it was necessary to devote much attention to the planning 

phase of the project. 

 

6.2 The architectural design phase 
 

The starting point for any public project of self-build should be the evaluation of the consistency of the 

intervention, not only in terms of quantity but, above all, in terms of quality. 

The project team must, therefore, invest time and resources in this start-up phase of the process, as it is 

essential to all following stages. 

In particular, the technical-professional team of Consortium abn, in collaboration with the technical 

departments of the Municipality of Senigallia, has drafted a series of feasibility and sustainability studies 

(inspections, audits, surveys), has developed an architectural design appropriate to the scheme, both at 

preliminary and final stages, has selected the materials, the architectural and the technological solutions 

more suitable for the type of interventions and looked into the definition of the qualitative and 

quantitative standards. 

The project will be developed in Cesano within the Municipality of Senigallia. A very interesting site, less 

than 500 meters from the sea and close to the Adriatic coastal highway system. 

In this area, market prices for new homes exceeds € 2,800 / sqm. 

The project involves the construction of 20 apartments distributed over 4 buildings with 5 apartments each 

(3 on the ground floor with gardens and two on the upper floor with balconies), for a total of 4 property 

units of 65 sqm, 4 of 103 sqm and 8 of 116 sqm, over an area - identified within the Social Housing Plan of 

the Municipality of Senigallia - of about 2.990 sqm. 

The project’s objectives are to provide to the beneficiaries affordable housing without compromising on 

the essential architectural and energy savings factors. It is a type of intervention that on one hand seeks to 

lower the cost of construction by using the future residents’ manpower and by avoinding to pay 

developer’s profits, and on the other hand wants to ensure a degree of architectural quality through 

adherence to original design and a prudent use of materials, shapes and colors in order to ensure adequate 
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blending with the environment; in addition to this, through the adoption of technical and technological 

solutions, the project endevours to optimize energy efficiency and improve internal comfort according to 

principles of environmental sustainability. 

On the ground floor, apartments are designed to be accessible to persons with disabilities, in compliance 

with the legislation on the elimination of architectural barriers. 

In terms of energy efficiency and building sustainability, the buildings will be built according to the 

parameters laid down by national legislation and the Protocol ITACA, therefore, they will be energy class 

"B" according to the national energy certification and will comply with Protocol "ITACA 2" with regard to 

energy and environmental requirements for building sustainability. 

The external structure will be made of load bearing thermal porous clay blocks 30 cm in lenght (Poroton), 

wrapped up in other 10 cm of thermal insulation. The thermal porous block allows a high thermal / acoustic 

insulation, provides significant energy savings, eliminates the big problem of thermal bridging and increase 

internal comfort. 

The floors, for reasons of ease of installation and higher thermal power, will be made of  EPS. 

The window frames will be highly insulating, both from the thermal and acoustic point of view. 

Each apartment will have an indipendent central heating system, due to problems of space and therefore: 

wall-mounted condensing boilers with solar thermal panels for hot water and radiant floor panels heating. 

The external spaces will be composed of small garden areas and parking spaces with concrete lawn (Figure 

1). 

 

6.3 The role of the Public Agencies 

 

In the definition of the economic and financial plan for the "Hands, creating a life together" project the 

Ministry of Social Solidarity and the Province of Ancona have played a key role, as they were able to 

allocate significant resources aimed at, among other things, reducing total costs for the project’s 

beneficiaries. 

A crucial role was also played by the Municipality of Senigallia that by identifying a suitable area for the 

project - from a geological, hydrogeological, level of urbanization and economic value perspective - has 

allowed to localize the development in an area non-characterized as peripheral compared to the overall 

development of the city. 

In addition, both the Province of Ancona and the City of Senigallia have played a key role in defining the 

target of the scheme and supporting the activities of technical design. 

 

6.4 The role of Banca Etica 
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Banca Etica is the bank that has invested more than any other in self-build projects. The experience gained 

over the years, allows Banca Etica to play the role of a true partner from the very early stages. 

The constant exchange of information between the managing Agency - responsible for economic and 

financial planning -  and the bank allows to carefully think the financial structure of the project, calibrating 

the correct capital contribution (equity) of the each individual self-builders to their real financial 

possibilities. 

The active presence of Banca Etica in the "Hands, creating a life together" project has certainly represented 

an added value from the stage of selection of the the project’s beneficiaries. The bank, in fact, has not 

merely played the role of “filter” on the credit worthiness of potential beneficiaries, but was able to get 

into the spirit of the project, understanding its most important social aspects. It even gave guidance and 

counseling with respect to “asset-building”, suggesting families to save small amounts of money, to 

increase their wealth and use it towards the payment of the interests on the loan supplied by the bank 

itself to the cooperative for the construction of 20 apartments. 

 

6.5 The definition of the economical and financial plan 

 

This group of people and actions, has led to the definition of the economic framework of the project. 

Banca Etica, on August 2, 2011, will pay out the first instalment of the agreed loan. In total the bank has 

approved the granting of a loan of 2 million and 753 thousand euros. To reduce the financial costs, each 

beneficiary member has paid an initial instalment of 2,000 euros from the social capital, followed by a 

monthly payment of 150.00 euro in the cooperative’s account. 

This program, along with a system of collecting social loans, will reduce the use of borrowed money and, 

consequently, the cost of borrowing. 

The Ministry and the Province will also contribute respectively 125.000 euros in grants, to each individual 

beneficiary. 

The area will be granted by the Municipality with a leasehold of 99 years at a cost of about 740.000 euros, 

with an incidence of almost 350 euros / sqm gross over the average finished cost (including VAT and other 

charges) which has been estimated at 1,330 euros / sqm. The cost of construction - labour costs - stands at 

an average value of 930 euros / sqm (in public housing programs, the average labour cost is no less than 

1,000 euros / sqm). 

The synergies activated between the Ministry, Province, City Council, the Bank and managing Agency are 

proof that self-build is an instrument of social housing that is not only able to compete with the traditional 

real estate market by reducing costs by up to 50%, but also to integrate public housing programs. 

 Table 7 shows the economic framework of the project, both as a whole and from the perspective of each 

individual apartment. 

With this estimate of costs it has been possible to identify as potential beneficiaries of the project, those 

families with a net incomes of between 1380.00 and 1950.00 euros / month. 
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7. The construction schedule 

 
Once the economic plan for the self-build scheme has been finalized, the project’s  financial success will 

largely depend on the adherance to the construction schedule. 

Any delays, in fact, will cause an automatic increase of the financial costs as well as a growing sense of 

mistrust and concern of the self-builders, the managing Agency and the cooperative they have established. 

Even from this perspective, the "Hands, creating a life together" project represents a novelty among the 

self-build schemes so far realized in Italy. In fact, in the best of cases, previous experiences have required at 

least 36 months of work before conclusion. 

On August 20, 2011 the site of Senigallia will open, and completion is estimated after only 15 months. 

The drastic reduction of contsruction times depends in part on factors of technological nature, but, above 

all, on organizational factors. 

 

7.1 The optimization of spare time 

 

Traditionally, self-build sites work at full capacity only during the weekend, and significantly reduce the 

pace of work during the week. 

This characteristic, based on the belief that the self-builder has the most spare time only on weekends, has 

determined - in prior self-build projects - a "hiccup" progress, with  the consequent dilation of the 

contruction schedule that is not always possible to control. 

In Senigallia, a completely new organizational model will be tested. 

Over the past few months, the managing Agency has collected and processed data on the availability of 

each individual self-builder. 

The Agency has found that the 44 self-builders who will participate in the construction activities, have a 

number of available hours - including holidays - that can be easily distributed over a construction schedule 

organized on 6 days a week rather than just 2. 

Therefore, the site of the “Hands, creating a life together" project, will be up and running from Monday to 

Saturday and only exceptionally could work on Sundays too. 

Over the 15 months of the life of the project, each beneficiary family will work on site for a total of 900 

hours. 

 

7.2 A stable and active presence in the building site 
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The element of continuity, between the on site attandance of each self-builder, will be ensured by the 

managing Agency. 

Consorzio ABN will, in fact - through the direct involvement into the project and on site of one of its 

building cooperative organization - guarantee the continuity and homogeneity of the construction process. 

Consorzio ABN will - through its unit operating inside the managing Agency - manage and coordinate the 

work of volunteers. In collaboration with the Director of Works, will provide its foremen, who will assist and 

guide the self-builders and carry out all works that require special skills. 

The synergy between the expertise and experience of Consortium ABN and the manpower of the "Hands, 

creating a life together" Cooperative, will ensure the smooth progress of the construction schedule 

according to plan. 

This mechanism will ensure the continuos presence on site of key professinal figures,  and accelerate the 

processes of communication and exchange of information with the self-builders. 

The complete involvement of the managing Agency into the project will facilitate the coordination of the 

entire program, allowing the control of the entire building process (both the self-build and traditional 

elements), optimizing the use of human resources, equipment, machinery, management . 

In this way, it will be posssible to obtain:  

1. a significant reduction in financial costs; 

2. assurance that final costs will be the same as those estimated; 

3. a reduction in the risk of decline in motivation and occurrence of any unforeseen 

social, relational and general conflicts. 

 

The skilled figures that will work on site are:  

• the Director of Works, which is responsible - by law - to ensure compliance  to the 

project; 

• Director of Yard, who directs the work at the operational level by coordinating the 

various foremen; 

• The Foremen, who will coordinate, support and give guidance to self-builders. 

 

7.3 “Governance” 

 
A self-build schemes requires a structure that is able to oversee the entire organization with an integrated 

approach, ranging from the ability to communicate and coordinate the government agencies involved up to 

the detailed execution of the project. 

A structure that is, above all, able to assume leadership and strategic coordination responsibilities, with the 

aim of rationally organizing the different activities and different human resources in a complex 

homogeneous process, harmonizing them with one another and with the general objectives. 

The investment of Consortium ABN - in relation to the "self-build" theme - consists precisely in the attempt 

to enhance the management of the process to ensure, first of all the mandatory nature of the points 

mentioned above, namely: respect of the economic and financial plan and the respect of building 

schedules. The project’s managing Agency, as in the case of the "Hands, creating a life together" project is 

the subject that has taken over the direction and management of the entire process, providing its own 

structure and, in particular, the contribution and expertice of its social housing unit. 
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7.4 The Social Housing unit of Consortium abn 
 

In the overall management of the "Hands, creating a life together" project, Consortium abn considered 

necessary to involve both the technical team, in charge of all the design phase, supervision and operational 

management of the Senigallia site, and the mediation and motivational unit, an operational team able to 

act as a "facilitator” in the various stages and able to "take charge" of the group of beneficiaries, by 

accompanying them through the self-build process (from the selection of citizens, to the follow up), aimed 

at encouraging the creation and development of a process of empowerment of a small, new community of 

citizens. 

To conclude, therefore, the model of associated and assisted self-build is a model that requires a high 

capacity for governance. In fact, both the terms "associated" and "assisted" refer, one, to a cooperative 

management of the construction process and a system that tends to favor a community and mutualistic 

approach. A process that promotes active and conscious participation of citizens, valuing the informal 

resources of solidarity and development of cross-cultural social groups. The other, the term "assisted", 

wants to characterize self-build as a building practice with precise methods and construction technologies, 

managed by professional individuals and consortiums whose operational support guarantees to the 

investment the highest possible return away from  dynamics of indiscriminate profit and real estate 

speculation. 

What discussed in this brief presentation, represents the most advanced phase of a process that is 

constantly changing and updating itself both from the technical point of view, in the constant pursuit of 

building methods and technologies that better respond to the criteria of energy efficiency and building 

sustainability, and from the social perspective, through the development of inclusive management 

processes and in the identification of mediation and motivational tools. 

We feel reassured - with respect to the road travelled so far - by the consideration made a few days ago by 

a director of Banca Etica: referring to the "Hands, creating a life together" project he said that this is the 

most complete and accurate project of self-build ever devised in Italy. 
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Appendix 

 

Tab. 1 Evolution of family structures - Separation and divorce trends in Italy 

  Divorces 

Total 

divorces 

per 1000 

weddings 

Separatio

ns 

Total 

separation

s per 1000 

weddings 

Wedding

s 

1995 

       

27.038  79,7 

       

52.323  158,3 

     

290.009  

1996 

       

32.717  96,9 

       

57.538  175,4 

     

278.611  

1997 

       

33.342  99,9 

       

60.281  185,6 

     

277.738  

1998 

       

33.510  100,9 

       

62.737  195,0 

     

280.034  

1999 

       

34.341  104,2 

       

64.915  203,8 

     

280.330  

2000 

       

37.573  114,9 

       

71.969  228,0 

     

284.410  

2001 

       

40.051  123,8 

       

75.890  242,6 

     

264.026  

2002 

       

41.835  130,6 

       

79.642  256,5 

     

270.013  

2003 

       

43.856  138,6 

       

81.744  250,4 

     

264.097  

2004 

       

45.097  143,8 

       

83.179  272,6 

     

248.969  

2005 

       

47.036  151,2 

       

82.291  272,1 

     

247.740  

2006 

       

49.534  160,6 

       

80.407  268,1 

     

245.992  

2007 

       

50.669  165,4 

       

81.359  273,7 

     

250.360  

2008 

       

54.351  178,8 

       

84.165  286,2 

     

246.613  

Source: our processing of Istat data 
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Tab. 2 Foreign presence in Italy 

REGIONS Age range 

Total Population Foreign Population 

2010 2010 

M F Total 

Percentage 

distribution 

of age 

range over 

total 

M F Total 

Percentage 

distribution 

of age 

range over 

total 

North 

0-14 1.933.700 1.822.893 3.756.593 13,6 278.196 259.733 537.929 20,6 

15-64 9.044.435 8.897.948 17.942.383 65,0 1.007.708 1.011.928 2.019.636 77,3 

65-79 1.906.867 2.303.214 4.210.081 15,3 19.068 27.684 46.752 1,8 

80+ 545.916 1.131.596 1.677.512 6,1 2.809 4.344 7.153 0,3 

Total 13.430.918 14.155.651 27.586.569 100,0 1.307.781 1.303.689 2.611.470 100,0 

Centre 

 

0-14 816.937 769.938 1.586.875 13,4 97.191 88.713 185.904 17,4 

15-64 3.829.705 3.907.141 7.736.846 65,2 396.642 457.675 854.317 79,9 

65-79 810.937 987.087 1.798.024 15,1 9.724 14.756 24.480 2,3 

80+ 262.835 487.750 750.585 6,3 1.685 2.537 4.222 0,4 

Total 5.720.414 6.151.916 11.872.330 100,0 505.242 563.681 1.068.923 100,0 

South 

0-14 1.609.021 1.525.448 3.134.469 15,0 44.209 41.623 85.832 15,5 

15-64 6.915.070 7.061.622 13.976.692 66,9 200.257 255.226 455.483 82,1 

65-79 1.232.031 1.488.607 2.720.638 13,0 5.029 6.199 11.228 2,0 

80+ 379.949 669.681 1.049.630 5,0 889 1.234 2.123 0,4 

Total 10.136.071 10.745.358 20.881.429 100,0 250.384 304.282 554.666 100,0 

Italy 

 

0-14 4.359.658 4.118.279 8.477.937 14,1 419.596 390.069 809.665 19,1 

15-64 19.789.210 19.866.711 39.655.921 65,7 1.604.607 1.724.829 3.329.436 78,6 

65-79 3.949.835 4.778.908 8.728.743 14,5 33.821 48.639 82.460 1,9 

80+ 1.188.700 2.289.027 3.477.727 5,8 5.383 8.115 13.498 0,3 

Total 29.287.403 31.052.925 60.340.328 100,0 2.063.407 2.171.652 4.235.059 100,0 

 

Source: our processing of Istat data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab. 3 Trend of foreign presence in Italy 

Residing population - trend 

Years 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Residing 

population as of 

31 December 

57321070 57888245 58462375 58751711 59131287 59619290 60045068 

Residing foreign  

population as of 

31 December 

1549373 1990159 2402157 2670514 2938922 3432651 3891295 

Percentage of 

foreign 

population over 

total 

2,7 3,4 4,1 4,5 5,0 5,8 6,5 

Source: our processing of Istat data 
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Tab. 4 Housing costs (Year 2008) 

  

Average 

monthly 

expenditure per 

household (in 

euros) 

Ratio of 

average 

monthly costs  

over average 

monthly income 

per household 

(percentage) 

Area     

Italy 347 14,1 

North West 397 15 

North East 389 14,5 

Centre 360 13,6 

South 277 13,2 

Islands 246 12,3 

Metropolitan area 425 15,7 

Central metropolitan area 363 15,1 

Suburban metropolitan 

area 265 12,6 

Large Councils 313 13,2 

Small Councils 327 13,1 

Up to 2000 inhabitants 364 14,6 

Title of occupancy     

Rented accommodation 535 27,8 

Owned accommodation 303 11,7 

total 347 14,1 

Type of family     

single person less than 65 

years old 322 20,2 

single person 65 or more 

years old  245 21,3 

couple without children 

with partners less than 65 

years old 369 13,1 

couple without children 

with partners of 65 or 

more years old 296 14,3 

couple with at least one 

minor child 416 13,6 

couple with grown up 

children 365 9,7 

sole parent with at least 

one mnor child 400 23,4 

sole parent with grown up 

children 334 12,7 

other 364 13 

total 347 14,1 

Source: Istat 
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Tab. 5 Families in arrears with the rent, mortgage or utilities payments 

Families declaring arrears for some household payments 

(%) - year 2008 

Area Utility bills Rent/Mortgage 

Italy 12,0 4,2 

North West 9,7 4,5 

North East 8,2 3,0 

Centre 11,7 3,5 

South 16,3 5,2 

Islands 17,5 5,0 

Metropolitan area 12,2 6,0 

Central metropolitan area 14,3 4,8 

Suburban metropolitan area 8,6 2,6* 

Large Councils 10,9 3,0 

Small Councils 11,6 3,8 

Up to 2000 inhabitants 13,8 4,8 

Type of family   

single persons less than 65 

years old 
12,4 5,8 

single person 65 or more 

years old 
7,4 1,2* 

couple without children with 

partners less than 65 years 

old 

8,9 2,8 

couple without children with 

partners 65 or more years old 
6,5 .. 

couple with at least one 

minor child 
16,1 6,8 

couple with grown up 

children 
11,1 2,8 

single parent with at least one 

minor child 
25,3 12,7 

single parent with grown up 

children 
14,3 3,3* 

other 14,9 5,8* 

total 12,0 4,2 

* statistically irrelevant  

Source: Istat 

 



Tab.6 An explicative model for housing crisis 
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Tab.7 Self-build project economic plan 
 

SELF – BUILD PROJECT 
FINANCIAL PLAN 

 Housing Association "Hands, creating a life together‟ – Senigallia 
  

COST OF WORKS + available 

funds 
2.158.301,30 

  

Acquisition of Land 729.166,33   

TAXABLE TOTAL 2.887.467,63   

VAT 4% - “main residence” rate 115.498,71 
  

TOTAL 3.002.966,33   

Ministerial/Province Contribution -250.000,00 
  

TOTAL 2.752.966,33 
  

Average ratio euros/sqm for total of 2064 sqm 

 
1.333,80 

   

COST OF EACH INDIVIDUAL APARTMENT 
BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF A DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC 

CONTRIBUTIONS EQUAL TO 12.500 EURO/APARTMENT   

ORIGINAL AMOUNT (65 sqm) 112.883,14   

VAT 4% 4.515,33   

TOTAL ORIGINAL COST OF APARTMENT 117.398,47 
1.806,13 euros/sqm 

Ministerial/Province Contribution -12.500,00   

TOTAL COST OF APARTMENT (65sqm)    104.898,47   
Average ratio euros/sqm over 65 sqm  

 
1.613,82 

   

ORIGINAL AMOUNT (103 sqm) 144.976,57   

VAT 4% 5.799,06   

TOTAL ORIGINAL COST OF APARTMENT  150.775,63 
1.463,84 euros/sqm 

MInisterial/Province Contribution -12.500,00   

TOTAL COST OF APARTMENT (103 sqm) 138.275,63   
Average ratio euros/sqm for 103 sqm 

 
1.342,48 

   

ORIGINAL AMOUNT (116 sqm) 154.669,07   

VAT 4% 6.186,76   
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TOTAL  ORIGINAL COST OF APARTMENT 160.855,83 
1.386,69 euros/sqm 

MInisterial/Province Contribution -12.500,00   

TOTAL COST OF APARTMENT (116 sqm) 148.355,83   
Average ratio euros/sqm for 116 sqm 

 
1.278,93 

  

 

Figure 1 The apartments 
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